HOLDING OF WOODWORKING INDUSTRY COMPANIES
wood.by
Key figures:

- Products are supplied to 30 countries.
- The holding supplies products in 10,000 countries.
- The holding and its companies provide smooth functioning.

Production capacity:

- MDF: 500,000 m³
- Particle board: 230,000 m³
- Plywood: 214,000 m³
- Thin MDF: 40,000 m³
- Insulation: 320,000 m³
- Laminates: 15 mln m²

Holdings companies produce per year.
Due to joining of production plants into a centralized structure we can ensure our buyers get a constant quality control of production process and smooth stable supply by different means of transport.

The holding’s structure:

- JSC “Novosverjenskiy lesozavod”
- JSC “Fandok”
- JSC “Mogilevdrev”
- JSC “Mogilevdrev”
- JSC “Borisovdrev”
- JSC “Mostodrev”
- JSC “Mozyrskiy DOK”
- JSC “Belarussian Forest Company” commercial subdivision
- JSC “Vitebskdrev”
- JSC “Rechitsadrev”
- JSC “Borisovdrev”
The holding’s production:

**MDF**

**Fiberboards:**
- Thin
- MDF/HDF sanded
- MDF/HDF laminated

**Thin MDF** *(Hardboard)* sanded fiberboards

**Particle boards:**
- sanded
- laminated
Sawn Wood
- construction beam
- pine glued boards
- joined boards
- moldings

PLYWOOD
- Interior Plywood (FC grade)
- Exterior Laminated (FOF)
- Exterior Plywood (FCF)
- Lamellas

Insulation “Beltermo”

Heat-insulating slabs

Safety matches

Laminated floors based on HDF
Our production and management system fully complies with international standard:

### Geography of supplies

1. Russia
2. Ukraine
3. Latvia
4. Lithuania
5. Estonia
6. Czech Republic
7. Slovakia
8. Bulgaria
9. Poland
10. Germany
11. Italy
12. Austria
13. France
14. Holland
15. Hungary
16. United Kingdom
17. UAE
18. Iran
19. Turkey
20. Azerbaijan
21. Kazakhstan
22. Turkmenistan
23. Tajikistan
24. Uzbekistan
25. Afghanistan
26. Armenia
27. Georgia
28. Romania
29. Egypt
30. Bahrein
Our locations

JSC “Vitebskdrev”
- MDF/HDF
- Laminates
- Hardboards
- Construction beam
- Sawn Wood

JSC “Mogilevdrev”
- Pine glued boards
- Sawn wood

JSC “Gomeldrev”
- MDF/HDF
- Laminates
- plywood
- Sawn wood

JSC “Mostodrev”
- MDF/HDF
- Laminates
- Plywood
- Lamellas
- Sawn Wood

JSC “Fandok”
- Thin particle boards
- Plywood
- Joined glued boards
- Sawn wood

JSC “Mozyrskiy DOK”
- Insulation “beltermo”
- Sawn wood

JSC “Novosverjenskiy lesozavod”
- Sawn wood

JSC “Borisovdrev”
- Plywood
- MDF thin
- Safety matches

JSC “Rechitsadrev”
- Particle boards
- Plywood
- Lamellas
- Sawn wood

JSC “Mozyrskiy DOK”
- Insulation “beltermo”
- Sawn wood
WHY US?

Centralized management
No intermediaries
Complete manufacturing cycle
Uninterrupted shipment
Constant quality control
All types of transport

+375 17 388-07-20
info@wood.by
About sales: sales@wood.by
About quality: quality@wood.by